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(To the Editor of the WaXchtMrn, )

Sir,—For such reasons as I assigned last week, I must
expose the evils and oflfences of your last issue.

For reason and argument, you substitute mia-statement,

perversion, and abuse. Unable to answer me, you endeavour

10 asperse me ; and, unable to asperse my acts, you attempt

to traduce my spirit and motives. Such base atid miserable

shifts are easily exposed and apprehended, and will recoil

upon their author in damage and disgrace. My published

letters, which are, in fact, and in the estimation of others,

methodical, you call "amorphous;" disclosures and state-

ments in letters, you call "pleadings;" what was, in

reality, the case of the Missionary Secretaries, the case of

tlieir impeachment anr^ trial, you speak of as my case ; an
unrighteous decision of the Committee and the Conference,

you call "dismissal and rebuke;" you speak of backing
and dubbing, as if you were familiar with the ring or the

tuif ; when you can no longer deny my calmness in Exeter-

hall, though you slanderously denied it at firstj you quibble

about words ; the avowal that I prepared the memorial,

you call a vaunt ; and you talk of doing "job-work," and
" blowing hot and cold on porridge," like a perfect master

of slang. The man who does the "job work" ofjj^ra^c/t-

iwxihy under the strict revision and scrutiny of the

Mission-house, should remember the folly of throwing
stones out of a glass-house. Pity that ycu write with such
random ignorance and misuse of words.

[. Your Obtuseness.
You cannot see the difference between "leaving" and

"sentencing" an accuser to pay the costs, as if either

word indicated, with equal propriety, a judicial decree ; or

the difFevenco between protesting against the secretaries,

and trying them ; or the difference between influencing

tiktai to sign a meraorial, and afterwards promoting the

memorial ; and you cannot distinguish the acts and pro-

ceedings of a committee from its report and resolutions.

Your dulness is either very pitiable or very blameable. If

the first, your proper remedy is to return to school, and to

study IiiUfiaagwiphy. Allow me to ask, if a committee can-

not adopt a resolution which is not embodied in their

report £tnd resolutions for another tribunal ? and if they can-

not mutilate, at a secret and partial meeting, what
was agreed upon at a previous and full meeting ? Does not
a Pioport mutilate the proceedings of a Judicial Committee
.when it wholly omits one of the committee's most important
resolutions ? And does it not comport with the Connexional
trickery and injustice which I have exposed, for a Judical
Committee to recommend a minister's hanishment, in order
that that recommendation may operate orally on the Station-

ing Committee, while yet, from policy, the recommendation
is excluded from the Committee's written Report ?

As to my "alliterative expression," first used in a letter,

and then quoted on the platform, it was applied to none, but
intended for all whom it suits. Can you discern this differ-

ence ? I am neither so silly as to be " sadly nettled " by
anything you can say, nor so undignified as to make "ex-
cuses " to you.
You cannot or you will not see the diflference between the

fiiiality of the Minor Meeting's decision respecting the charge,

and the perfect practicability of founding a new charge on the

unproved defence, u . libellous or slanderous, and preferring

this charge in the Annual District Meeting, under the head
of character. The Annual District Meeting could not and
would not reverse the Minor Meeting's decree, but it could
take cognisance of a new accusation. Instead of such an
accusation, the secretaries themselves have shown that the
plaintiff, Mr. Edmondson, had no objection whatever to the
defendant, Mr. Bleby, for his defence or for anything else.

I do not say that the defence of Mr. Bleby contained "irre-

levant" matter; but I say it was unproved matter, which
needed no reply in the Minor Meeting, and in relation to the
indictment of that meeting ; and I say it was no more irre-

levant than Mr. Edmondson's evidence and statements

;

ahd, if it be necessary, I cau adduce particulars and make
queer disclosures. In the Minor Meeting there was no " sin-

gular postponement of defence ; " but there was a just and
pru<ienfc disallowaJioe of iiLigatioo pn an unjjioved and,

therefore, immaterial defence.

You deny that " such a committee [as that on the memo-
rial] could take any action apart from or beyond its official

Report." You are, therefore, so obtuse that you cannot see

the difference between taking action by a resolution not re-

ported in Wilting to the Conference, but reported orally or

not at all to the Stationing Committee, and taking action

by a resolution that was r"' orted in writing to the Confer-

ence. Your blindness is really marvellous !
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Iv, Your further Falsehoods.
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v. Your Omissions an^ Ev.vsions.
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